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THE J homomorphism is a mapping discussed first by Hopf [7] and more extensively by 
Whitehead [14]. Observe that U’S” is just the collection of all base point preserving maps of 
S” onto itself. The groups 0, or, if n is even, Unlz is a group of base point preserving maps 
of S” = R” u pt (or C”/2 v pt) under the usual action. Thus 0, c Q”S” (Qz c sZ”S”). 
The composites 
nj(O”) 3 nj(n”s”) N nj+,(S”) 
Rj(U*,z) + 7Cj(C??bS”) N 7Cj+n(S*) 
are called the real or complex J-homomorphism respectively. The homotopy groups of 0, 
and Un,2, as given by Bott [S], are: nj(OJ = Z,j z 3(4), j < n - 1; nj(O”) = Z2,j G 0,1(S), 
j < n - 1; nj(O,) = 0, all otherj < 12 - 1; E2j(Un/2) = 0 and rCzj+l(Un/2) =2 for j < 12 - 1. 
Let p( j) be defined by 8j E 2p(i) mod 2p(j)+1. Milnor and Kervaire [l I] proved that the 
order of the image of J in the Sj - 1 stem is a multiple of 2 p(j)+i. Adams [3] has shown that 
the 2-primary of the order is either 2p(j)‘1 (which we call the Kervaire-Milnor number) or 
2P(j)+‘. Adams, Kervaire and Milnor in the above references ettle completely the odd 
primary component. Hence we will only consider the 2-primary part and everything we do 
will be two-primary and all coefficient groups will be Z2 unless explicitly stated otherwise. 
The object of this paper is to prove the following partial results. 
THEOREM A. If 8j = 2’ then the order of the image of J in the Sj - 1 stem is the Kervaire- 
Milnor number. 
THEOREM B. If 2’ < 8j < 2’+’ , j s 0,l (mod 4), and i - p(j) < 12, or zy j _= 2,3 (mod 4) 
and i -p(j) < 9 then the order of the image of J in the 8j - 1 stem is the Kervaire-Milnor 
number. 
THEOREM C. If j s 0,I (mod 4) and 8j S 215 or j E 2,3 (mod 4) and 8j 6 212 then the 
order of the image of J in the 0j - 1 stem is the Kervaire-Milnor number. 
There is a feeling among people working in homotopy theory that “finite theorems” are 
no longer of interest. Although Theorems A and B are partial results, they are not “finite 
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theorems”. Indeed given any power of 2, 24,q # 2, Theorem A shows that there is a direct 
summand of the stable homotopy groups of a sphere of order 2q.$ It also was felt that 
Theorem A covered the crucial hard cases. The proof of Theorem A is quite simple. The 
arguments yielding Theorems B and C represent a detailed calculation in Ext,(Z,, Z,) for 
elements near the “Adams edge”. These results also suggest strongly that the conjectured 
result, i.e. the Kervaire-Milnor number, will turn out to be the correct theorem. 
The methods used to prove these results are based on the Adams spectral sequence, the 
Adams e-invariant heory, and detailed calculation of Tangora and the author [S, 9, 131. 
Section 2 contains the proof of the theorems. Proofs of key lemmas are relegated to 
§93,4 and 5. Theorem C is an easy corollary of Theorem B and we will make no further 
comments about it. 
The author would like to thank J. F. Adams for many profitable conversations on the 
material of this paper while the author was at the University of Manchester. 
52. PROOF OF THEOREMS A AND B 
The fundamental result which leads to the proof of Theorems A and B is the Adams 
spectral sequence. This spectral sequence, explained in [2], has the following properties: 
(1) E”;’ = Exts;‘(Z,,Z,) where A is the mod 2 Steenrod algebra. 
(2) 6, : E;,‘-_, E;+r,t+r-l. 
(3) E, converges to E, which is a graded group associated with a filtration on rcs 
where 7tz = lim ~c~+~(S~). 
“-CC 
We will need the following three results about this spectral sequence. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If 8 arcs j_ 1 hasjltration greater than or equal to 4j + 1, then 0 = 0. 
Proof. This is (essentially) Adams “edge theorem”. According to [4] or [2], we have 
E’;‘=Ofort-s=8j-landsz4j+l. HenceE”&: = 0 for these values of s and t. By the 
convergence of the spectral sequence, we see that the filtration subgroup Fhj+ 1 of nij_ I is zero. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If &$ has$ltration >= s then 28 hasj?ltration 2 s + 1. 
Proof. Let F,, F,, 1 be the filtration subgroups of nz which are in question. Then tv,lFS, 1 
is isomorphic to ES&P+S, and is a vector space over Z, ; so for each B in F,, 26’ lies in F,, 1. 
COROLLARY 2.3. If tkn~j_l hasJiltration at least 4j - i then 2’+‘8 = 0. 
The next step is the following result. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let cj be agenerator of the image of the complex J-homomorphism in the 
(8j - 1)-stem; and assume 8j < 2’+‘. Then &j hasfiltration 24j - i + 1. 
The proof will be given in $3. 
$ In [9] it is shown that Z, also occurs as a stable summand in the 33-stem. 
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Proof of Theorem A. Let 8j = 2’. Then ~~ has filtration at least 4j - i -t 1. By 2.3 
2i~j = 0. It follows directly from Bott’s calculation that Ej is just 26j, where Sj is the genera- 
tor of the real image of J. Thus the Kervaire-Milnor result referred to in the introduction 
shows that 2'-'~~ # 0 and this proves Theorem A. 
The next result is a statement of one of the main results of [8]. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. There is an element pjEn~j+l with the folio wing properties. 
(i) p j has jiltratiovl 2 4j - p(j). 
(ii) The e-invariant [3] of pj is 2-p(j)-1 (mod 2-P(j)). 
Further details will be given in $4. 
COROLLARY 2.6. The e-invariant is a monomorphism on the cyclic subgroup of zL_~ 
generated by pj. 
Prooj; By(2Si) and2.2,2”(j)’ rpj has filtration 4 4j + 1; so by (2.1) we have 2p(i)+1pj = 0. 
Now the corollary follows from (2.5ii). 
Finally we need the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Zf 8j 2 48, j = 0,l (mod 4) and O&ntj_ 1 has jiltration >4j - 11, or 
j = 2,3(4) and 0 hasfiltration > 4j - 8 then 0 is an integer multiple of pj. 
The proof is in $5. 
Proof of Theorem B. Assume 48 5 8j 5 2’ ’ ’ ,jzO,l(mod4)and i-p(j)sll. (The 
case j 3 2,3 (mod 4) is handled in exactly the same way.) Let Sj and Ed be generators for the 
images of the real and complex J-homomorphisms in the (8j - I)-stem. Then by (2.4), sj 
has filtration at least 4j - i + 1. By (2.7), 2’“‘Ej is an integer multiple of pj. This allows us to 
apply (2.6). By [3] or [6] we have e(aj) 3 2-p(j) (mod 2_j’(j)+l). Hence e(2P(j)Ej) = 0 mod 1. 
By (2.6) we have 2 p%j = 0. Since ~~ = 26, we have 2p(i)f1 Fj = 0. 
The detailed calculation of [9] gives a direct proof of Theorem B and C if 8j < 48. 
53. PROOF OF 2.4 
We will fix our attention on a particular &j in the 8j - 1 stem. Let i be the smallest 
integer such that 8j < 2i+1 and let n = 2if2 - 2. Suppose X is a simply connected CW 
complex. Let X [k] be the kth Eilenberg subcomplex of X. Let ] X]” be the k-skeleton of X. 
The complex J-homomorphism is induced by the inclusion map J’ : Un12 --f !ZYS*. 
Using Bott periodicity [5] we have a map /z : CBU -+ U which is the adjoint of the identity 
map BU = SZLJ [3] followed by the inclusion U [3] + U. Clearly 2 induces an epimorphism in 
homotopy in dimension at least 3. We can choose CWrepresentations o that [U]2”‘-1 = 
[Un,2]2’+‘-? Then1induces amap ;1’ : [EBU]2i+1-1 --t [Vn,2]2i+‘-1. Let 1, be the compo- 
site Z”[ZBU[2i - 2]]2’t’-1 + Y[XBU]2”‘-’ -+ S” where the first map is the suspension 
of the standard inclusion map and the second is the adjoint of J’1’. Finally let oj generate 
nsj_2(BU[2i - 41 “+‘-I). Then ~,(C”~:Wj) = (sj)“. 
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The following two lemmas will prove 2.4. The first needs ome notation. Letp, : Xl 4s” 
be a fiber space with fiber K(Z,,n - 1) such that p8 is zero. Let p1 : X2 -+ Xl be a fiber 
i-t-1 
space with n K(Z2,24 + n - 2) as fiber and such that p; is zero. Clearly X, p!, X, PO, 5’” 
q=o 
is the beginning of an Adams resolution for S”. 
LEMMA 3.1. There is a map 1, : Z”@BU [2i]) -+ X, so that the following is commutative: 
Z”[JZBU[2i]]2i”-‘~X2 
I I 
SD0 1 I POP1 
Z”[BU[2:2i - 2]]2’+‘-1 AS. 
where qn is the inclusion Z”[CSU[2i + 2q]]2’+‘-1 --, Z”[Z:BU[2i - 2 + 2q]]2r+‘-1. 
Proof. In [12], Stong completely determines H*(BU[2p]) and the maps 9:. A simple 
check of his result shows that Lo factors through X1 and that im(qo)* = 0 in dimensions 
n-l-24-2forq=0, . . . . i + 1. Thus Aoqo lifts to give the map 2,. 
LEMMA~.~. ThemapZ”f’oj:S8’-1~Cnf1BU[2i]2”‘-1 hasJiltrationatleast4j- i- 1. 
Before we prove 3.2 we will use it to complete the proof of 2.4. Lemma 3.1 implies 
~~9~1, has filtration at least 2. Combining this with 3.2 shows that (sj), has filtration at least 
4j-i+l. 
Proof of 3.2. We again need two lemmas about the Adams spectral sequence leading to 
the computation of the stable homotopy classes of maps between two CW complexes [2]. 
LEMMA 3.3. If f : X+ Y has Jiltration 2s and g : Y -+ Y’ is such that g* : 8*( Y’) -+ 
il+( Y) is zero, then gf : X + Y’ has$ltration 2 s + 1. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let Xs Y 5 Y’ be such that (i) dim X 5 IZ and (ii) g* : I?‘( Y’) -+I?( Y) 
is an isomorphism for t 5 n and a monomorphism for t = n + 1. If gf hasJiltration Zs, then 
f hasfiltration 2 s. 
Proof. We leave it to the reader to check that hypothesis implies that 
Ext”Af(H(Y),H(X)) 9*, Ext”Af(H(Y’),H(X)) 
is an isomorphism for t - s 6 0 and an epimorphism for t - s = 1. We will show by in- 
duction over r that g* : E;‘(S,Y) + E:‘(X,Y’) is also an isomorphism for t - s 5 0 and an 
epimorphism for t - s = 1(2 5 r < m). Suppose we have a class a E E:‘(X,Y) for t - s 5 1 
such that 6,g,a = 0. Since 6,~ E E;‘(X,Y) for t - s 5 0, g,(Q) = 0 implies 8p and thus 
g&E:: l(X,Y) is an epimorphism for t - s 5 1, In addition suppose c1 E E”“(X,Y) for t - s 5 0 
and there is a /I’ such that g*cc = &/I’. Let /? be such that g&l = fi’. Then g*(S,$ - CZ) = 0 
which implies S,fi = a and so if t - s s 0 g*E”$ ,(X, Y) --t E:i l(X, Y’) is an isomorphism. 
We will now prove 3.2. The map C”“Wj factors as follows 
SSj-l+n 5 z”@Bv~*j _  2]]2L+1-1 q4j-t-1, . . 
* -?.$ C[ZZBU[2i]]2”‘-‘. 
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Clearly g has filtration 2.0. We will use a downward induction on s starting with s = 
4j - i - 1 and ending with s = 0. Assume S8j-1+n+ ZZ”[CBU[2i + 2s]]2’+‘-1 hasfiltration 
4j - i - s - 1. Stong’s theorem [12] implies 
cp::R*(ZBU[2E’ + 2s - 21) 4 I?*([xBU[2i + 2s]]““‘--9 
is zero. Hence by 3.3, S8j-ifn + Z”[EBlJ[2i + 2s - 211 has filtration 4j - i - s. Using 
3.4 with Y’ = Z”(ZBU[2i + 2s - 21) and Y = Z”[XBU[2i = 2s- 2]]21+‘-1 we see that 
S8j-l+n3 E”[EBU[2i + 2s - 2]2’+‘-i ] has filtration 4j - i - s. This completes the in- 
duction and thus S’j-i+’ --f C”[ZBU[2i]]2”1-’ has filtration 4j - i - 1. This proves the 
lemma. 
64. A KEY CALCULATION 
It is known [3] that the stable stems contain certain two-primary direct summands. 
In [S] it is shown that one can choose generators for these summands o that the generators 
have certain properties. In Table 4.1 we give a list of these generators, and in Theorem 4.2 
we recall their properties from [S]. 
TABLE 4.1 
i-sj= -1 0 1 2 3 
Summand of VT aw 22 &t--5 -5 z, 
Generator PJ 7]PJ hJ3 PJ 7pJ 6J 
A table of a direct summand of rcf for i > 1. By definition, L(j) = 2p(j)f1. 
THEOREM 4.2. [S]. It is possible to choose generators pj (for j > 0), pj and tj (for j 2 0) 
in stems given in Table 4.1 so that they have the following properties. 
(i) pj hasfiltration 2 4j - p(j). 
(ii) qpj hasfiltration 14j - 1 for j > 1. 
(iii) ~j hasfiltration 24j + 1. 
(iv) Tj hasjiltration 24j + 1 
(v) e(pj) E 2-P(j)-’ (mod 2-P”)). 
(vi) d&j) Z 0. 
(vii) ek({j) = 4 (mod +). 
It is clear that 2.5 is a consequence of this theorem. 
85. PROOF OF 2.7 
The proof of 2.7 involves a detailed analysis of the upper edge of the Adams spectral 
sequence. 
First we have the following. 
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THEOREM 5.1. (Adams, [4], 5.5). For each r in the range 2 5 r < 00 there is an isomor- 
phism 
71, : ExtSA’(Z,,Z,) + Ext;* “J+ 3.2r(Z2,Z2) 
valid for 1 < s < t < Min(4s - 2,2 + 2’+l + T(s - 2)). 
PROPOSITION 5.2. The elements shown in Table 5.3 constitute a base for Extsq’(Z,,Z,) in 
the relevant part of the (s,t) plane. 
Note. The relevant part of the (s,t) plane is (i) the portion above the lower solid line if 
k = O(2), k > 0 (ii) the portion above the upper solid line if k 3 l(2), k > 0. 
Proof of 5.2. Tangora’s calculations [13] give the result for k = I and 2. For larger 
values of k we use the result for k = 1 and 2 and (5.1). The equation t - s -c 3s - 2 defines the 
solid lines if k = 1 or 2. 
Remark. Incomplete calculations for k = 3 show that the entire table is periodic of 
period 16. The main results of this paper will always be easily extended as more calculations 
become available. Since [13] is generally available we will base the arguments on it. 
Using [8], [9], and [lo] all the differentials in this range can be computed. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. In Table 5.3 for k 2 1 we have the following dz@rentials: 
(9 a2P 2kfil = hoP2k+idoeo, i = OJ. 
(ii) 82P2k’ie, = hfP2kfid0, i = 2,3. 
(iii) 62P2k+1j = h,P2k+2e,. 
(iv) 62P2km = h,P2kd0g0. 
(v) 82P2k-2h{s1 = p2k-2hr3x’, j s 5. 
(vi) a2P 2k+ lk = h0P2k+2g. 
(vii) a2P 2kf2i = h,P2k+3d0. 
(viii) 6,P2ke0g = Pzk+‘g. 
(ix) 6,P2k-2h$, = hgPzk’ ‘k. 
(x) 84P2k’ ‘d,e, = P2k+3d0. 
In addition there are the following which involve classes off of the page. 
(xi) 84p2k-4+f&V = p2k-l+iU, i = 0,l. 
(xii) 62P2k-‘v = hfPZk-‘u. 
(xiii) 6,Pzke2ei = P2kd,g,. 
(xiv) ~?,P~~-ld~r = P2khgm. 
Now all that remains is to describe what happens if t - s - 16k = 30 and 31. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. (a) Ifk s 1 (mod 2) then Pzk”h~dO is a boundary in E3 and6,P2kd,e, = 
p2k-b 2d 
0’ 
(b) If k = 0 (mod 4) then two linearly independent elements in (8 f 8k, 41 + 24k) each 
map to P2kh$ under 6,. Their sum, cx, survives to E4 and d,a = Pzk”do. 
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TABLE 5.3. ELEMENTS IN ExT:*(Z~, Z,). VERTICAL LINES INDICATE MULTIPLICATION BY ho AND SLANTING 
LINES INDICATE MULTIPLICATION BY hl. Nor ALL MULTIPLICATIONS BY h, ARE INDICATED 
s-0k 
5 w’*w2~-:, 
f-s-I6k = 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 30 39 40 
TABLE~.~. E, OF THEADAMS SPECTRAL SEQUENCE IN THE PERIODICRANGEGNENINTABLE 5.3. THE INTEGER 
i IS DEFINED BY +2+ k=2i(2f+1). IN THE COLUMN t-s- 16k=39 THE TABLE INCLUDES ONLY THE 
PORTION ABOVE s= 121~ k= 1 (MOD 2) 
s-8k 
20 
19 
I8 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 
12 hy” 
7 
6 
f-s-l6k=3l,i=l 3l,i=2 3l,i=3 3l,i=4 31,;=5 31,i=6 31,i=7 32 33 34 35 36-38 39 
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(c) If2 + k 3 2” (mod 2”+‘), u 2 2, then 6,PzkdOe, = P2kh$ and P2k+2d0 is a boundary 
in E,,+3. 
Most of these results are in May [lo] or Mahowald and Tangora [9]. In particular 5.4 
i-iv, vi andvii are in [IO] 11.7.10. In [9] it is shown that hlPZkm = P2k-2h$l and h,h2P2kdOg0 = 
P2k-2h&‘. Thus v follows from iv. Special cases of xi and xii are given as [9] 6.1.1 and 6.1.3 
and the argument given there is easily extended to give the general case. Case xiv follows from 
[9] 2.2.2 and the relation d,kh$ = Plmhg. Finally vii-xi and xiii follow from [9] 4.2.1. 
In 5.5 all the parts referring to doe0 follow easily from $4 of [9]. The parts referring to 
hbQ (i.e. b and c) can be read off easily from [S] 111.7.4 and N.4.3. 
Using 4.2, we see there do not exist any further boundaries in the relevant part of the 
(s,t) plane. Thus we have shown: 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Table 5.7 is E, for the Adams spectral sequence for the range of s and t 
indicated. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
I. 
;: 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
Now 2.7 is immediate. 
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